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Magnetohydrodynamic stabilization of an axisymmetric mirror plasma with a magnetic divertor is
studied. An equation is found for the flute modes, which includes the stabilizing influence of ion
temperature anisotropy and nonparaxial magnetic fields, as well as a finite ion Larmor radius. It is
shown that if the density profile is sufficiently gentle, then the nonparaxial configuration can
stabilize all modes as long as ion temperature is radially uniform. This can be demonstrated even
when the density vanishes on the separatrix and even for small ion Larmor radii. It is found,
however, that the ion temperature gradient makes the unstable region wider; high ion temperature is
required to stabilize the flute mode. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
DOI: 10.1063/1.2402912
I. INTRODUCTION
In a traditional tandem mirror system1,2 the interchange
modes are suppressed with the help of the nonaxisymmetric
minimum-B mirror cells. On the other hand, the nonaxisym-
metric magnetic field causes the neoclassical radial transport
in a tandem mirror.3–9 It is desirable to make an effort to
stabilize interchange modes in a fully axisymmetric mirror
cell. The magnetic divertor with nonparaxial mirror magnetic
field is an axisymmetric mirror that is able to stabilize the
interchange modes. Ryutov and Stupakov10 suggested that
the nonparaxial magnetic field could suppress the inter-
change modes by the rapid increase of the specific volume in
an axisymmetric mirror. The nonparaxial axisymmetric mag-
netic field can be created by superimposing the field of two
point coils and a uniform field, which produces two magnetic
null points. Ryutov and Stupakov find that the lowest large-
scale modes can be stabilized in the magnetic configuration,
and the only perturbations which remained unstable were
those localized at the plasma boundary.
Subsequent theoretical work of stabilizing interchange
modes by magnetic divertor was done by Lane et al.11 In-
stead of the magnetohydrodynamic equation, they used the
kinetic equation with a paraxial approximation, where the
characteristic length of the cross-field pressure gradient is
assumed to be much less than the radius of magnetic-field
line curvatures. Lane et al. took into account the magnetic-
field line curvature as an effective centrifugal force in the
analysis. Finite Larmor radius FLR effects in paraxial plas-
mas can stabilize all flute-like interchange modes except the
rigid m=1 mode. The divertor-like separatrix with circular
magnetic field null plays the roll of a short circuit at the
plasma edge; it can stabilize the rigid m=1 mode due to the
constancy of the plasma potential at the separatrix.
Pastukhov and Sokolov12 modified Lane’s theory by
adding nonparaxial magnetic-field lines and made the effect
of field line curvature and ion FLR around the magnetic null
in a magnetic divertor region explicit. As a result, they found
that plasma pressure localized near the axis is always un-
stable to the interchange modes, and that the FLR effects
become important only if the ion Larmor radius i is compa-
rable with the plasma radius a, i.e., i /a0.3. The
main stabilizing effects in the nonparaxial magnetic field
with unfavorable curvature is found from the plasma com-
pressibility.
The design of a magnetic divertor is a recent issue in the
attempt to improve the radial confinement of the GAMMA10
tandem mirror14 with the developments of the theoretical
study.15,16 Experiments on the magnetic divertor were carried
out at the TARA tandem mirror17 in which complete divertor
stabilization of the central cell plasma was not achieved in
these experiments because the plasma pressure was localized
near the axis, but some indirect evidence of stabilizing influ-
ence was observed. In contrast, the HIEI tandem mirror18 has
been able to stabilize the interchange modes with wider
plasma density radial profiles.
The GAMMA10 tandem mirror is the largest tandem
mirror in operation in the world. It contains nonaxisymmetric
quadrupole mirror cells for its magnetohydrodynamic
MHD stability.19 High plasma pressure is required in the
nonaxisymmetric mirror cells to stabilize the plasma in the
central cell of GAMMA10 Refs. 20 and 21. In order to
reduce the load on the nonaxisymmetric mirror cells, there
is a plan to install a magnetic divertor in the central cell
of GAMMA10 without changing the present coil
configuration.22
In this work we generalize the work of Pastukhov and
Sokolov12 to take into account the ion temperature radial
dependence and the ion temperature anisotropy.
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II. FLUTE-MODE EQUATION
We consider an axisymmetric and nonparaxial plasma
with anisotropic ion temperature. We introduce the coordi-
nates  , , to describe the basic equation, where the mag-
netic field expressed in terms of these coordinates is
B== using the assumption of a low  plasma.
Here  is the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic
pressure, 2 is the magnetic flux inside the surface of
=const,  is the azimuthal angle, and  is the coordinate
along the magnetic-field line. For a low  plasma it is well
known that the most dangerous modes are electrostatic flute-
like perturbations such as 	1=	1exp−i
t+im, where
the mode amplitude 	1 is uniform along magnetic-field
lines and m is a mode number in the azimuthal direction. The
flute-like mode equation for 	1 is obtained by the charge
neutrality condition within the infinitely thin magnetic flux
tube.
As shown later in this section, the ion distribution func-
tion is assumed to be non-Maxwellian so that there exists an
ion density variation along magnetic-field lines in steady
state. The ion density gradient leads to the zeroth-order elec-
trostatic potential 	0 that varies along magnetic-field lines
and is determined by the charge neutrality condition. The
effect of 	0 on the perturbed charge neutrality condition
is investigated in Appendix A. In the following analysis,
	0 is assumed to have a negligibly small effect on the ion
dynamics under the assumption that electron temperature Te
is sufficiently small in comparison to the perpendicular com-
ponent of ion temperature Ti.
A. Ion motion
In this section we derive the ion perturbed density ni1
due to the flute-like perturbation. Ion motion in an axisym-
metric mirror field is described by the Lagrangian,
L = 1
2
Miv2 +
ev
c
· A − e	1. 1
Here we use standard notations throughout the paper, i.e.,
Mi, ion mass; e, unit charge; c, the light speed; v, the ion
velocity; and 	1 represents the perturbed electrostatic poten-
tial, respectively. Recalling that B== , so
that the vector potential A=, the Lagrangian L is repre-
sented in the coordinates  , , by
L = 1
2
Mi ˙
rB
	2 + r˙ 2 +  ˙
B
	2
 + e
c
˙ − e	1. 2
Here B is magnetic field and the symbol dot represents the
time derivative. Now we introduce new variables ui, qi de-
fined by
ui 
e
Mic
, qi 
e
Mic
. 3
In the axisymmetric system the Lagrangian L does not in-
clude the  variable, so that the angular momentum p is
conserved,
p =
L
˙
= Mir2˙ + Miui  Miu0 = const. 4
Here u0 is the first integral corresponding to the angular ve-
locity of ion guiding center position.
In order to include the  dependence of the ion density
and temperature, the ion distribution function is assumed to
be
f i0p,v,v = nip Mi2Tip	 Mi2Tip	
1/2
exp− Miv22Tip − Miv22Tip . 5
Here v v are the local ion velocity components parallel
perpendicular to the magnetic-field line. Ion local velocities
v and v are a function of  through v=v ,,
v=v ,, where ion energy  and magnetic moment 
are conserved along the ion orbit. The equilibrium electro-
static potential 	0 resulting from the ion and electron charge
neutrality condition is of the order of e	0Te, so that 	0 can
be neglected in the ion distribution function on the assump-
tion of e	0Ti in the case of TeTi.
In order to calculate ion density in configuration space
we expand the ion distribution function with respect to rv
assuming that i =rv /ui1, where v=r˙ and i is ion
Larmor radius defined by i=v /
ci with 
ci=eB /Mic. We
then find
f i0rv + ui  f i0ui + rv
f i0ui
ui
+
rv2
2
2f i0ui
ui
2 . 6
Ion density ni0 of the order i 2 is obtained by integrating
Eq. 6 with respect to local velocity space,
ni0 = 
0

vdv
−

dvf i0
= ni + r
2 Ti2Mini + TiMi ni + Ti2Mini	 , 7
where ni=nip→. Here the use of primes as superscripts
means the derivative with respect to ui. The charge neutrality
condition in the equilibrium state is ni0=ne0.
B. Perturbed ion distribution function
The perturbed ion distribution function f i1 is obtained
from the linearized Vlasov equation as
f i1
t
+ v · f i1 +
e
Mic
v B0 · vf i1 =
e
Mi
 	1 · vf i0.
8
Here the subscripts 0 and 1 represent equilibrium and per-
turbed quantities, respectively. Integrating Eq. 8 along the
zeroth ion orbit,11
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f i1 = 
−
t
e
Mi
	1 · vf i0dt
=
e
Mi

−
t Mid	1dt − 	1t 	 f i0 + Mice 	1 f i0 
dt
= e	1
f i0

+ ie
f i0

+
mc
e
f i0

	
−
t
	1
exp− i
t + imdt. 9
The ion motion consists of Larmor motion and guiding cen-
ter drift motion resulting from magnetic-field line curvature,
ui − u0 = Z + W cos y, u˙i = Z˙ − 
ciW sin y . 10
Here Z is the slow change in ui, i.e., the angular velocity of
drift motion, and W cos y corresponds to the fast oscillation
around the mean magnetic flux coordinate , i.e., the angular
velocity of Larmor motion. The variables Z, W, y are taken
as new functions defined by Eq. 10. After the ion motion of
ui is obtained from Lagrangian 2 and is taken into account
of the order of i 2, we have, following Ref. 12,
y˙ = 
ciu0,qi,
11
Z =
W2
r
r
ui
−
1

ci
W22 + q˙i
2
r2

ci
2 	 
ciui , ddt W
2
r2
ci
	 = 0.
In order to carry out the integral in Eq. 9, we assume
that the characteristic frequency of the interchange mode un-
der consideration is much slower than the ion Larmor
frequency,

−
t
	1uiexp− i
t + imdt = 
−
t
	1uiexp− i
t + im˙ t − t + im expim
t
t
˙ − ˙ dtdt
= 
n=−

exp− i
t + im˙ t − t + im
tn−1
tn
	1uiexpim
t
t
˙ − ˙ dtdt
= 
n=−
 2

ci
	1exp− i
t + im˙ t − t + im = 
−
t
	1exp− i
t + im˙ t − t
+ imdt, 12
where the average quantity ˙  is defined as
˙  

ci
20
2/
ci
˙dt, 13
and the average quantity 	1 is defined as
	1 

ci
20
2/
ci
	1uiexpim
t
t
˙ − ˙ dtdt.
14
Here the time interval is tn− tn−1=2 /
ci and we make use
of the high-frequency Chew-Goldberger-Low CGL
approximation13 in Eq. 12. The function of ui is expanded
by the ion Larmor radius around the guiding center for fur-
ther calculation of Eqs. 12–14,
	1ui = 	1u0 + ui − u0
	1u0
u0
+
1
2
ui − u02
2	1u0
u0
2 ,
15
expim
t
t
˙ − ˙ dt = 1 + im
t
t
˙ − ˙ dt
−
1
2
m2
t
t
˙ − ˙ dt
2.
Noting that r˙  is equal to the ion drift velocity
vd, where vd=−cMiv2+ 12v
2 BB / eB3= v2
+ 12v
2 r ln B /ui, ˙  is described as
˙  = v2 + 12v2 	  ln Bui . 16
Therefore, using Eqs. 11 and 16, we have
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˙ − ˙  =
W2
r3
r
ui
cos2y −
W
r2
cosy1 − 4W2
r2
 r
ui
	2
+ 4r˙ 
r
ui

 . 17
Because the variable y corresponds to the ion gyrophase,
the integration on the argument of exponential in Eq. 14
can be carried out as

t
t
˙ − ˙ dt =
W2
r3
ci
r
ui
sin
cicos
ci + 2
−
2W
r2
ci
1 − 4W2
r2
 r
ui
	2
+ 4r˙ 
r
ui

sin
ci2 cos
ci2 +  ,
18
by setting y=
ci+, where  is an initial phase. Inserting
Eqs. 15 and 18 into Eq. 14 and carrying out the integra-
tion on t over one gyroperiod, we obtain
	1 = 	1u01 + im− v22r
ci rui sin2 + vr
ci sin 
−
1
4
m2 v
r
ci
	2 sin2 
 + 	1u0
ui
rv − 2 rui
− r212v2 + v2 ln Bui 	 + 14 2	1u0ui2 r2v2 . 19
Up until now, we have calculated the variable 	1 as a
function of u0, where u0 corresponds to the ion guiding cen-
ter radial position as defined by Eqs. 3 and 4. However,
the variable 	1 is a function of radial position ui, and there-
fore it is necessary to carry out the integration of Eq. 12.
Because the argument of the variable 	1 in the right-hand
side of Eq. 19 is u0, the perturbed electrostatic potential
	1ui can be determined by using the Taylor expansion in
Eq. 15,
	1u0 = 	1ui + u0 − ui
	1ui
ui
+
1
2
u0 − ui2
2	1ui
ui
2 .
20
The result of the integration in Eq. 12 is

−
t
	1exp− i
t + im˙ t − t + imdt
=
i

 − m˙ 
	1exp− i
t + im

i


1 + m


˙  + m


˙ 	2
	1exp− i
t + im ,
21
on the assumption of 
m˙ . Here ˙  and 	1 are given
by Eqs. 16, 19, and 20. Finally, the perturbed distribu-
tion function is explicitly determined by Eq. 9 and the per-
turbed ion density ni1 is determined by integrating f i1 in ve-
locity space,
ni1 = 
0

dv
−

dv
0
2
df i1
=  ·  eMi
ci2 ni − mTiMi
 ni − mniMi
Ti 	  	1

+ 	1niemr2BMi2B
 Ti − Ti + nier
2B
MiB
1 − Ti
Ti
+
mTi
Mi

−
mTi
Mi

	

+ 	1− niemr2Ti2Mi2
 − ni3emr
2Ti
2Mi
2

+ ni− emMi
 − em
2BTi + Ti
BMi
2
2
−
em3B23Ti
2 + 2TiTi + 2Ti
2 
B2Mi
3
3
−
3emr2Ti
2Mi
2

	
+ ni emBBMi
1 + TiTi	 + em
2B2
B2Mi
2
2
2Ti + 3Ti2Ti + 2Ti	 − em
2BTi + Ti 
BMi
2
2
−
em3B26TiTi + 2TiTi + 2TiTi + 4TiTi 
B2Mi
3
3
−
emr2Ti
2Mi
2

	
 . 22
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Here all variables in Eq. 22 are a function of ui and  and
the prime  means the derivative with respect to ui.
C. Perturbed electron density
Equation 22 can be applied to obtain the electron den-
sity perturbation ne1 by replacing ni1 ,Ti ,Ti ,e
→ ne1 ,Te ,Te ,−e. It is assumed that the electron Larmor
radius is negligibly small i.e., e0 and electron tem-
perature is isotropic, Te=Te, and very low, i.e., Te=Te
0. Recall that 1 /Me /ue=−1/Mi /ui; the perturbed
electron density is found to be
ne1 = 	12ne emBBMi
 − ne emMi
	 .
Using charge neutrality, the equilibrium electron density
ne0=ne is replaced with ni0 in Eq. 7,
ne = ni + r
2 Ti2Mini + TiMi ni + Ti2Mini	 .
Therefore, the perturbed electron density ne1 is obtained as
ne1 = 	1− niemr2Ti2Mi2
 + ni emr
2TiB
Mi
2
B
−
3emr2Ti
2Mi
2

	
+ ni2emr2Ti BMi2
B − 3emTi r
2
2Mi
2

−
em
Mi

	
+ ni2emBMi
B + emr
2Ti B
Mi
2
B
−
emr2Ti
2Mi
2

	
 . 23
D. Local charge density
Using Eqs. 22 and 23 and the relation  /ui
= Mic /e /, we obtain the local charge density as
eni1 − ene1
e2
= B2


 r2B2ni1 − mce
 1ni niTi 	 	1 
 − 	1 m
2
r2B2
ni1 − mc
e

1
ni
niTi

	
+
	1

− mcr2
e

ln B

niTi − Ti

+ r2
ln B

ni1 − TiTi	
 + 	1− mc2e
2r2ln B − r2  2niTi2
−
m2
Mi
2
ln B

niTi + Ti

+
me
Mi
c
ln B

ni TiTi − 1	 + m
2
Mi
2
 ln B

	2ni2Ti + 3 Ti2Ti + 2Ti	
−
m3c
Mie
3
 ln B

	2ni6TiTi + 2TiTi + 2TTi + 4TiTi 
 . 24
Here all variables in Eq. 24 are a function of  and , and
the prime means the derivative with respect to .
The ion distribution function f i0ui, with TiTi in
 , space, is given by the first term in the right-hand side
of Eq. 6 and the distribution function f i0, at  ,, is writ-
ten as
f i0,,, = ni, Mi2Ti,	 Mi2Ti,	
1/2
exp− Miv22Ti, − Miv22Ti, , 25
where v, v are the local velocities at  ,, and Ti ,,
Ti ,, ni , are related to Ticc, Ticc, nicc, such as
Ti, = Ticc ,
1
Ti,
=
1
Ticc
−
Bcc
B,Ticc
+
Bcc
B,Ticc
,
ni, =
nicc
Ticc
 1Ticc − BccB,Ticc
+
Bcc
B,Ticc
	−1. 26
Here the subscript cc means the quantity at the midplane
of the divertor mirror cell, and we have used the conserva-
tion of energy = 12 Miv
2+ 12 Miv
2 and magnetic moment
= 12 Miv
2 /B. Therefore, Ti, Ti, ni in Eq. 24 depend on
the magnetic field B through Eq. 26. The derivation of Eq.
26 is given in Appendix B.
E. Flute-mode equation
The solvability condition, which is given by Eq. A10
in Appendix A, is written as
 eni1 − ene1
e2B2
d = 0. 27
Finally, using Eqs. 24 and 27, the stability analysis equa-
tion is obtained as
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
niccH1,1 + m
cc


H1,2 − m
cTicc
e

H1,3	 	1 
 − km2 niccH2,1 + m
cc
 H2,2 − mcTicce
 H2,3		1
+
	1

mc
e

 enicc
cc
c
H3,2 +
niccTicc

H3,1 − niccTiccH3,3 + niccTiccH3,4	 + niccH3,1 − niccTiccTicc H3,5	

+ 	1− m2 H4,1 nicc
cc
 	 − H4,2  cniccTicce
 	 + nicc
cc
 H4,2 − cniccTicce
 H4,3	 − km2Mi
2 niccTicc H5,1
−
enicc
cc

c
H5,2 + niccTiccH5,4 + niccTiccH5,3	 − meMi
cniccH5,1 − niccTiccTicc H5,5	
+
km
2
Mi
2
2niccTiccH6,1 + 3niccTi2Ticc H6,5 + 2niccTiccH6,2	 − km
3 c
Mie
3
nicc
3Ticc2

H6,1 + 2
TiccTicc

H6,2 + 2
Ticc
2

H6,6 + TiccTiccH6,3 +
4
3
Ticc
2 H6,4	
 = 0, 28
where the coefficients Hi,j are given in Appendix C. Here

cc

= −
c
enicc
niccTicc

,
29
hlocal, = Ti,Ti, − BccTi,B,Ti, + BccB,	
−1
,
nicc is ion density in the equilibrium state, Ticc and Ticc
are perpendicular and parallel ion temperature at the mid-
plane, respectively, and 
 is the frequency of flute inter-
change mode.
In the special case that Ticc=Ticc=Ti and Ti are inde-
pendent of , Eq. 28 reduces to Eq. 1 in Ref. 12. Com-
parison of Eq. 28 in this paper and Eq. 1 in Ref. 12
reveals that two new terms appear in this stability equation
28: ion temperature anisotropy and the radial dependence
of ion temperatures. In particular it is clear that the term
proportional to 	1 / appears only if TiTi in Eq. 28.
And the last term in the right-hand side of Eq. 28 appears
only if the temperature gradient exists.
Equation 28 is the second-order differential equation of
	1 with respect to , so that the two boundary conditions are
necessary to solve the equation. One boundary condition as-
sures that 	1 has an asymptotic solution 	m/2 near =0
Ref. 12.
Another boundary condition requires that 	1=0 at
=s, where s is the coordinate of magnetic null, i.e., a
magnetic-field line on the surface s passes through the mag-
netic null point. This boundary condition is zero perturbed
potential on the divertor field line. Electrons can stream both
axially and azimuthally due to loss of adiabaticity near a
magnetic null region. The azimuthal stream of electrons
plays a role of short circuit of perturbed electrostatic poten-
tial 	1 on the annular magnetic flux line tube. Electrons can
also move along a magnetic-field line of the divertor, which
makes 	1=0 along the magnetic-field line. Therefore, the
boundary condition of 	1=0 at =s is suitable in this case.
The behavior of 	1 around the magnetic-field line of the
divertor was discussed by Lane et al.11 The above boundary
condition is a rough model that needs to be verified and most
likely changed by examining the kinetic response of particles
near and on the open field line of the divertor.
Therefore Eq. 28 is a eigenequation with eigenvalue 
,
and then the eigenvalue 
 can be determined by solving Eq.
28 with the above boundary condition of 	1. If the imagi-
nary part of 
 is negative, then the system is stable to the
flute modes; while the system is unstable to the flute modes
if the imaginary part of 
 is positive.
III. NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF EQ. „28…
In this section the numerical results of Eq. 28 are pre-
sented. The functional forms of Ticc and Ticc are
given in advance. However, the coefficients of 	1 contain the
differential of B with respect to  and an integration along a
magnetic-field line. The direct calculation of the partial de-
rivative of B with respect to  must be carried out on the
constant  plane, but the numerical calculation is difficult to
perform within the required numerical accuracy. Therefore,
we use the following relation of B / and 2B /2. In the
vacuum magnetic field satisfies
 Beˆ = B eˆ + B   eˆ = 0,
so that
B = B eˆ eˆ = Beˆ · eˆ
= B


 r,

eˆr +
z,

eˆz	 .
Here r ,z are the radial and axial coordinates of a magnetic-
field line  ,; the coordinate  along the magnetic field
line is defined as B, and eˆ is the unit vector along
a magnetic-field line. Noting that B=B / and
B= eˆ /r, we obtain the following relation:
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B

=
B
rBz
2r
2
= −
B
rBr
2z
2
. 30
The formula for the second derivative, 2B /2, is found
in Appendix 4 in Ref. 10. Although the expression in Ref. 10
is written in terms of the distance between the magnetic flux
tube, the expression in terms of ,  is rewritten easily as
2B
2
=
1
B B	
2
+
2
r2B3 B 	2 − 2Bzr2B2 B + 2r2B3Brr 	2
+
2Br
r3B3
B

−
1
r2B2
2B
2
. 31
The following model is adopted as a divertor magnetic-
field configuration:12
Bz = B01 − 1I0RsL 	 I0
r
L	cos zL ,
32
Br = − B0
1
I0RsL 	
I1 rL	sin zL .
The magnetic field is periodic in z with period 2L. Here I0
and I1 are modified Bessel functions and the symbol Rs refers
to the radius of the separatrix at the midplane in the divertor
mirror cell.
Figure 1 shows the magnetic-field axial profile and
magnetic-field lines of Eq. 32. In this paper we use Rs /L
=0.65, which gives the mirror ratio R=2.48, and assume
B0=3.0 kG.
The density and temperature profiles used here are
ni = ni01 − 
s
	exp− D s , 33
Ti = Ti01 − T s	 , 34
where density and temperature profiles have the magnitude
of zero at the magnetic null =s.
At first the calculation is carried out for the density pro-
files given in Fig. 2. Here ion temperature is assumed to be
uniform radially i.e., T=0 and to be isotropic Ti=Ti.
The symbol a in Fig. 2 means the half-width of ion density;
that is, nir=a=0.5nir=0, where r is the radius along the
midplane in the divertor mirror cell. Figure 3 shows the sta-
bility boundary of m=−1 and m=−2 modes obtained by
solving Eq. 28, which reproduces Fig. 2b in Ref. 12. The
most dangerous mode is m=−1, which is not stabilized by
ion finite Larmor radius effect at small a /Rs. On the other
hand, the m=−2 mode is stabilized by ion FLR in the range
FIG. 1. The axial magnetic-field strength a and magnetic-field lines.
FIG. 2. The radial density profiles given by Eq. 33 for various D. Here a
is the half-width of the density, i.e., nia=0.5ni0.
FIG. 3. Stability boundary in the case Ti=Ti=Ti0, i.e., uniform and iso-
tropic ion temperatures. Solid circles are the stability boundary for the case
m=−1 mode and solid squares are the case of m=−2. Here
iTi /Mi1/2 /
ci and 
cieB0 /Mic, and a is the half-width of the density,
i.e., nia=0.5ni0.
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of 0.34a /Rs0.38 when i /Rs0.06. For a /Rs0.35 no
stable regions were found to the m=−1 and m=−2 modes.
Thus for this case, the sharp density profile is not stabilized
by the divertor magnetic field. For a /Rs0.44, m=−1 and
m=−2, modes are stable even if i /Rs=0, which indicates
that the plasma compressibility in the nonparaxial magnetic
field plays a role essential to stability. Therefore, the fat den-
sity profile is stabilized by the divertor magnetic field.
We also calculate the effect of the ion temperature gra-
dient on the stability. Figure 4 shows the ion temperature
radial profiles used in the calculation given by Eq. 34. Here
D=0 is assumed in the density profile of Eq. 33. The
stability boundaries, which were determined numerically, are
plotted in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 3 the m=−1 and m=−2
flute modes are stable for the case that the density profile
with D=0 and Ti=0. So the stability region exists in the
range i /Rs10−3 in Fig. 5 although the stability boundary
is not plotted in the figure. In the actual experiment the pa-
rameter i /Rs10−3 implies very low ion temperature, a re-
gime that is not interesting for the fusion-oriented
experiments.19 However, the ion Larmor radius i is required
to have a length of the order of Rs in Fig. 5, in order to
stabilize the m=−1 and m=−2 modes in the case of high ion
temperature. The parameter i /Rs0.5 requires extremely
high ion temperature, which cannot be achieved in the actual
experiments.19
Ion density and temperature around the magnetic null are
expected to be much lower than those on axis in the experi-
mental device, because the magnetic confinement due to the
adiabatic invariance disappears on axis. The numerical re-
sults in this paper indicate that such temperature profiles are
unstable to the flute modes. However, the results only indi-
cate that the density and ion temperature profiles 33 and
34 are not stable to the flute modes. So one of the remain-
ing problems to be solved is to seek density and temperature
profiles that are zero at the magnetic null point and stable to
the flute modes.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The magnetic divertor can be a candidate for the axisym-
metric mirror device stable to the flute modes. In this paper
we derived a new equation 28 to investigate flute mode
stability in magnetic divertor configuration. This equation
includes the effect of nonparaxial magnetic-field lines, ion
FLR, the radial dependences of density and ion temperature,
and ion temperature anisotropy. Equation 28 reduces to the
equation derived by Pastukhov and Sokolov12 in the case of
uniform, isotropic ion temperature.
One result obtained from Eq. 28, which is shown in
Fig. 5, indicates that the divertor model 32 is unstable to
the flute modes for the temperature profile with T=1. This
result does not mean the divertor model 32 is always un-
stable to the flute mode, but it indicates that the density 33
and ion temperature 34 profiles used to obtain Fig. 5 are
not a compatible choice for the experiment. We adopted the
CGL approximation to derive Eq. 28 so that the results
obtained by Eq. 28 will yield a necessary but not sufficient
condition for stability. It is a useful tool as a first step to
design the divertor magnetic-field configuration in a tandem
mirror such as Ref. 22.
APPENDIX A: LONGITUDINAL MOTION
The longitudinal response of electrons to the electro-
static perturbation is given by the electron fluid equation
neglecting finite Larmor radius effects. In the following we
assume that electrons move quickly and the axial bounce
period across plasma is faster than the wave frequency being
considered. The perturbed longitudinal electron velocity ve
and electron density ne1 are given by the equations,
Mene0
ve
t
= ene0	1 + ene1	0 − Tene1, A1
where we assume that the electron response remains isother-
mal with respect to the flute perturbation, and
ne1
t
+  · ne0veeˆ = 0. A2
Here eˆ is the unit vector along a magnetic-field line. De-
scribing the equation in the  , , coordinates, Eqs. A1
and A2 reduce to
FIG. 4. The radial temperature Ti profiles by Eq. 34 for various T. The
dashed line is the ion density radial profile for the case of D=0.
FIG. 5. Stability boundary for various ion temperature radial profiles in the
case D=0.0. Here the ion temperature profiles are given in Eq. 34, and
isotropic ion temperature Ti=Ti is considered. The parameter D=0.0
gives a density profile with a /Rs=0.56 shown in Fig. 2. Solid circles are the
stability boundary for the case m=−1 mode and solid squares are the case of
m=−2.
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2ne1
t2
+ J


 ene0Me  · J 	1 	
+ J


 ene1Me  · J 	0 	
− J


 TeMe  · J ne1 	 = 0, A3
where only the electron motion along a magnetic-field line is
taken into account. Here J is the Jacobian defined by
J ·=B2. Therefore, electron charge density

e
0−ene1 is given by
e
0
= −
B2
4



pe2

2
	1

+

pe
2

2
ne1
ne0
	0

−

pe
2

2
Te
ene0
ne1

	 ,
A4
where 
pe= 4ne0e2 /Me1/2. Noting that the perturbed elec-
tron density ne1=−e
0 /e appears on the right-hand side of
Eq. A4, the longitudinal electron response function Kˆ  is
determined by solving Eq. A4,
e
0
= Kˆ 	1 . A5
The second-order electron charge density 
e
1
comes
from the electron transverse response to the perturbed elec-
trostatic potential. We define the second-order response func-
tion Kˆ 1	1, so that e
1+i=Kˆ 1	1, where ieni1 is
the perturbed ion charge density. The charge neutrality con-
dition is given by
e
0 + e
1 + i = Kˆ 	1 + Kˆ 1	1 = 0. A6
We separate the perturbed electrostatic potential as 	1=	1
0
+	1
1
, where 	1
0
results from the electron longitudinal re-
sponse and 	1
1
comes from the ion and electron transverse
response to the electrostatic perturbation 	1
0
and from elec-
tron longitudinal response to 	1
1
.
To the lowest order, the charge neutrality condition A6
is 
e
0
=Kˆ 	1
0=0, which follows from, using Eq. A4,
B2
4



pe2

2
	1
0

	 = 0, A7
which means that 	1
0 is independent of  and a function of
only , i.e., 	1
0
=	1
0. This is interesting because even if
the electric field along a magnetic-field line exists in equilib-
rium, a solution for the perturbed electric field in the longi-
tudinal direction that satisfies the charge neutrality condition
does not exist to lowest order.
The first order of Eq. A6 is
Kˆ 	1
1 + Kˆ 1	1
0 = 0. A8
Noting from Eqs. A4 and A5 that
Kˆ 	1
1 = −
B2
4



pe2

2
	1
1

+

pe
2

2
ne1
ne0
	0

−

pe
2

2
Te
ene0
ne1

	 ,
the first-order Eq. A8 becomes
Kˆ 1	1
0
B2
=
1
4



pe2

2
	1
1

−

pe
2

2
Kˆ 	1
1
ene0
	0

+

pe
2

2
Te
e2ne0
Kˆ 	1
1

	 . A9
The condition for the solvability of Eq. A9 is
 Kˆ 1	10B2 d = e
1 + i
B2
d = 0. A10
Here the integration is carried out from one end of plasma to
the opposite end, and 
pe
2
=0.
APPENDIX B: ION DISTRIBUTION AT OFF-MIDPLANE
The equilibrium ion distribution function equation 5
consists of the constants of motion, where local ion
velocity components v , ,, v , , are a function
of the constants of motion through the relation of
Mi /2vcc
2
=Bcc, Mi /2vcc
2
=−Bcc. That is,
v , ,=vccB , /Bcc and v , ,
=vcc2 +vcc2 −v2  , ,. Please note that the ion velocity
components vcc, vcc at the midplane, as well as  and ,
are the constants of motion. Therefore, ion distribution f i0ui
in Eq. 6 is written as
f i0, = nicc Mi2Ticc	 Mi2Ticc	
1/2
exp− Mivcc22Ticc − Mivcc22Ticc
= nicc Mi2Ticc	 Mi2Ticc	
1/2
exp− Miv2 + v2  − Miv2 Bcc/B,2Ticc − Miv2 Bcc/B,2Ticc 
= nicc Mi2Ticc	 Mi2Ticc	
1/2
exp− Miv22Ticc − Miv22  1Ticc − BccB,Ticc + BccB,Ticc	
 ni, Mi2Ti,	 Mi2Ti,	
1/2
exp− Miv22Ti, − Miv22Ti, .
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Therefore, a local density ni ,, and local temperatures
Ti ,, Ti , are described by Eq. 26 in terms of
nicc, Ticc, Ticc.
APPENDIX C: COEFFICIENTS Hi,j IN EQ. „28…
Coefficients Hi,j used in Eqs. 28 are given by the fol-
lowing equation:
H1,1 = r2B2hlocald : H1,2 = r
2
B2
hlocal
2 d
H1,3 = r2B2 hlocal
2

d :
H2,1 = 1
r2B4
hlocald : H2,2 = 1
r2B4
hlocal
2 d
H2,3 = 1
r2B4
hlocal
2

d :
H3,1 = r2B3 Bhlocald : H3,2 = r
2
B3
B

hlocal
2 d
H3,3 = r2B3 B hlocal
2

d : H3,4 = r2B3 B hlocal d
H3,5 = r2B3 Bd :
H4,1 = hlocal2  r
2
B2	d : H4,2 = hlocal
2



 r2B2	d
H4,3 = 2hlocal22  r
2
B2	d :
H5,1 = 1B3 Bhlocald : H5,2 = 1B3 Bhlocal2 d
H5,3 = 1B3 B hlocal
2

d : H5,4 = 1B3 B hlocal d
H5,5 = 1B3 Bd :
H6,1 = 1B4 B	
2
hlocald : H6,2 = 1B4 B	
2
hlocal
2 d
H6,3 = 1B4 B	
2hlocal
2

d : H6,4 = 1B4 B	
2hlocal
3

d
H6,5 = 1B4 B	
2
d : H6,6 = 1B4 B	
2
hlocal
3 d .
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